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FRIENDS AND
The beginning of each new year reminds us

of “promises to keep’’ and fills us with the ex-

pectant hope of fulfillment beyond the accom-

plishments of the past. At the opening of a year

as momentous as this one promises to be, one

not only feels the need for making “resolutions”;

one feels the urgent necessity to discover afresh

the significance of the faith he professes. In a

religion of the spirit, such as the Society of

Friends is conceived by many to be, it is fre-

quently necessary to face up to the implications

of one’s faith. Historically Friends have pioneered

in the field of education. The chief contribution

of Friends to education has not been the produc-

tion of great educators or the founding of out-

standing educational institutions as much as the

emphasis Friends have placed on the “complete

life” possible for each individual who becomes
integrated, is made whole, by functioning in the

society of which he is a part. “That of God” in

every man implies that each person is educable

regardless of his economic station, age, sex, or

race. Friends meetings can become one of the

best mediums in the world today for educating

the individual to function creatively in society

by awakening the individual to his responsibility

and opportunity within the meeting, and by
equiping him to function in the larger community.

In a day in which the gross inadequacy of

“rugged individualism” and the flagrant cruelty of

impersonalized centralized power both conspire to

negate the sacredness of human personality, the

Society of Friends holds the vitalizing secret of

the “wholeness” attainable when individual re-

sponsibility is encouraged to function within the

social unit of the meeting, which acts in turn as

a leaven in society. Too often Friends meetings

are content to “hold’ the secret, petrified as a relic

of history, rather than spending it as the coin

of the realm. Howard Brinton reminds us that

the meeting is the primary unit in the Society of

Friends, for out of healthy groups stem adequate
individuals, and through them creative families.

The organic' nature of the Society of Friends is

too often lost sight of in a time of “personal

testimonies”, in a time when members go their

separate ways on the issue of individual respon-

sibility to the Selective Service Act, for example.
It is more important now than ever before that

meetings seek until they find those things “com-

mon to all and special to each”. Modern psychol-

ogists agree that the things most desired have a

way of finding their expression. It is time that

Friends “put first” the dream of creating inte-

grated individuals, stemming from wholesome
family life, nurtured by the organic life of the

EDUCATION
meeting, which is both enriched by and which
ministers to the community at large.

Learning From Cradle To Grave
Howard Brinton, in his book Divine Human

Society, has shown the relationship between the
meeting for worship and the meeting for business
and the extension of both into the field of educa-
tion. The failure of Friends to maintain the or-
ganic relationship between religion and its ex-
pression in outward forms has led to the disinte-
gration of significant Friends schools. The time
is long overdue when Friends meetings must
again take their place as effective educational
mediums. 'The significant implications of educa-
tion “from the cradle to the grave” can be seen
literally in the meeting to which babies are car-
ried and where grandparents retain through
merit their important functioning roles. It is

doubtful, however, if the meeting senses the full
implications of its active responsibility in creat-
ing the atmosphere which challenges learning by
young and old.

A small group of Friends’ parents are feeling
out their responsibility for this life-time educa-
tional venture in a manner that may encourage
others to experiment. Last year a few parents,
desiring to secure a more wholesome educational
experience for their children, undertook respon-
sibility for Pacific Ackworth School. The school
has two teachers but the authority for teaching
the children is retained equally by the parents.
Teachers and parents meet frequently to discuss
individual problems and general principles of
educational procedure; parents, teachers, and oth-
er qualified individuals of the community meet
on school committees, and recently the students
prepared dinner for the teachers and parents and
shared in making the decisions of policy for future
disciplinary problems. This mutual seeking and
learning together by parents, teachers and chil-

dren is a most important relationship to maintain
throughout the life of the family. Some of these
parents are also meeting weekly in a class at
First Day School to explore opportunities for and
their responsibility toward adult education. Learn-
ing is often a more exciting adventure for adults
who know the direction in which they want to
move and who need specific training for it than
for high school or college students who are not
mature enough to know how to assimilate the
kind of education fed them. Yet opportunities
for adult education are extremely limited at
present.

The meeting for business, when shared in
by all the members of the meeting, is an effec-
tive method of group education. One learns the

/Continued on Page Four)
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PUGET SOUND NEWS
Another winter finds Puget Sound Friends

carrying on an expanding program along sev-

eral “fronts”. Perhaps the thing that most
deeply impresses some of us now in connection

with Friends’ work is the attitude of many peo-

ple in our communities that Friends can introduce

something vital into the religious thought of the

community. Peoples’ trust in the importance of

whatever message a visiting Friend may bring

and their confidence that Friends’ committees are

working at difficult problems with real insight

—

these are challenging facts. We are encouraged

to reach out farther in certain fields. Yet the

question facing us all remains: Are we availing

ourselves of sufficient resources in order that

our work in new fields may be adequate and
creative?

The seminar on the religion of Jesus, held

last summer at Quaker Cove under auspices of the

Seattle Friends Center, was most ably led by
Dora Willson. The two persons from Tacoma
who attended have organized study-groups there,

one composed of Young Women’s Christian Asso-

ciation people and the other of College of Puget
Sound students and Civilian Public Service men.

William Orville Mendenhall spent a week in

Seattle recently, speaking to a few of the many
community groups which desired him and bring-

ing Friends to a new consideration of the basis of

our faith and fellowship with one another. One
of the interesting situations where he helped was
in the Campus Religious Council of the University

of Washington; changing from a “Christian Coun-
cil” to a “Religious Council” in which Jewish stu-

dents will participate has forced some of the

more conservative students to do some new think-

ing and they profited by time with our Friend in

discussing the implications of this change.

Douglas V. Steere will come to the northwest

in January at the request of Seattle Friends Cen-

ter and will lead two series of seminar meetings.

He will be the main leader for the “religious em-
phasis week” of Campus Religious Council, an
annual undertaking, and here again is an instance

where more community groups desire to meet
with a Friend with a real message than can be

arranged for.

In February Friends Center will bring to

Seattle Elizabeth Howes for a three weeks’ period

of leading study-groups in religious psychology.

We believe that such leaders are contribut-

ing to the revitalization of religion in our area,

both within and without our own Society.

The American Friends Service Committee
work in the northwest is also pushing ahead,

with Floyd Schmoe working on Japanese-Ameri-

can resettlement (he recently represented Friends

at an interchurch conference in Denver), with

Don Calhoun of the Peace Section setting up a

new Institute of International Relations, and with

Benjamin Darling giving full-time for a few
months to developing a larger group of A. F. S. C.

supporters.

With all these workers at Friends Center and
a group of university students making it their

home, with C. P. S. boys dropping in when they

come to town and a Quaker meeting using the

Center as a meetinghouse, the Friends Center

Board is looking for another house near-by into

which to overflow. We are optimistic in spite of

the housing situation! After the war we hope
we can build the first unit of an adequate perma-
nent building.

An active save-the-children committee main-

tains a table at the central Young Women’s
Christian Association and is discovering people

who wish to be better informed about Europe’s

starving children and to take action to help.

The three meetings of Puget Sound Quarter
are carrying on. In Everett, Letta Gregory con-

tinues to inspire the meeting with messages of

real insight. Seattle Monthly Meeting (Memorial)

has lost the Wagenknecht family, who have moved
to Evanston, Illinois, where Edward Wagenknecht
is teaching in the Illinois Institute of Technology.

Reeves Shinn as pastor is calling on newcomers
to Seattle. Edward and Edith Annette, formerly

of England and India, led the meetings for wor-

ship in December. University Meeting has had an
interesting series of classes on worship.

In Spokane, Theodora Crane keeps in touch

with several friends of Friends.

Many items of personal news could be re-

ported. Here are a few:

Naomi Binford was married to Don Kirsch-

ner on December 26th.

Francenia Fox of Gerrnantown Meeting,

Pennsylvania, now living in Seattle, will be mar-
ried to Don Calhoun January 1st.

Kenneth Schmoe and Agnes Harris, formerly
of Victoria, B. C., will be married soon.

—BEATRICE SHIPLEY.
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CONSCRIPTION
The drift today is toward total conscription.

Do you realize what that means to you?
Conscription, although it affects the individ-

ual, must apply to the majority of the members
of a state. An action by the state against one

individual, justifiable or not, is not conscription;

it may be any of a number of things, good or bad,

but it is not conscription. Any law which dis-

criminates against a minority is to be abhored,

opposed, looked upon as a weakness of the state

imposing it; but it is not conscription; it is dis-

crimination. It is important to make this distinc-

tion in order to know what the word connotes

and thereby know where the danger lies and

specifically just what to attack.

Conscription involves at least “the entire vo-

cational life enterprise”* of at least the majority

of the mature individuals of a body politic and

must be clearly separated from such directive or

restrictive measures as compulsory education,

control of wages, hours, and conditions of work,

emergency service in fire or flood, institutionali-

zation of mental defectives, etc.

Now let us find out why we are worried

about conscription, if it happens not to be ob-

vious. Perhaps a few jarring charges may get

us moving. Conscription is either a sign of weak-

ness in the backbone of a people, the sign of a

tyrannical government, the sign of a bad cause, or

all three at once. People who yield their freedom

of conscience to the state are delegating their

souls to a nebulous entity that has no soul, mind
or sense of direction. It has depended on the in-

dividual to give it these things.

For its own good no man-made organization

should demand of its people other acts than they

conscientiously feel they can perform; (people

should be careful not to substitute the word con-

venience for the word conscience) for, the prog-

ress of the organization, yes, even of civilization

depends on the mutations of individual thought.

It is within the individual that we find born new
ideas of science, social science and religion. No
organization, not even the greatest state, has been

known to put forward a new idea, a new social

plan; no one expects such; for organizations and

nations, are nothing more than tools—necessary,

it would seem, but no more.

And so we depend upon individuals to spark

the forward movement of man’s organizations, of

his nations, of the society of man itself. Neces-

sarily, then, individuals need to be free in order

to so serve. The clashing of ideas of free indivi-

duals is our most creative force. The local union,

the state and society must for their own good

allow as great a latitude as possible for the

individual.

Now society is not a “tool” as is a nation;

this term refers to the brotherhood of man. So-

ciety, however, as the Society of Friends, is de-

pendent on free individuals, depending on the

Light within, to give it direction. Sometimes that

fact gets very muddled but nevertheless it is so.

When there is a job to be done society organizes

and there are always jobs to be done—just as in

AND C. P. S.
the Society of Friends. Nations serve a purpose
of society; they are tools of society. When they
become more than that we get into trouble.

Now it is society’s job to preserve and make
use of the contributions of its members. It is not
society’s job or that of any organization within
society to prevent the birth of new ideas in order
to preserve the old. Neither is it society’s right to

pervert the soul of an individual by coercing him
to commit action counter to that by which he
conscientiously lives.

The individual has a job too—to produce un-

selfishly and share with society the product of

his mind and work. He has also a duty to respect

the rights and consciences of others and to main-
tain his own integrity. He has a dual responsibil-

ity—to himself and to the brotherhood of man.
It is said that the goal of the Christian-demo-

cratic creed is concerned primarily with the good
of the individual as the goal of social endeavor.
That is only half the story for it envisages as

well the good of society, of all individuals, the

brotherhood of man. Mankind is the end, al-

though the individual is the means; it might be
said. The opposite is equally true. Each must
make itself more capable of serving the other;

then they must serve each other.

A nation that considers itself an end instead

of a tool of society is most likely to coerce the

individual that does not fall into line; it may
even eliminate him. Conscription in such states

tends to offer less alternatives to military service,

for instance, or none at all. Of course there are
many gradations with the recognizable fact that

once a nation is tempted to use it it is tempted
to use it more and more until the disease eats

out the very heart of the nation.

Modern war is not possible without conscrip-

tion because it would appear that human beings
have enough of God in them to rebel at the

thought of such participation. Conscription is

not, however, the cause of modern war. It is

really only necessary to get a bad job done. If

we can remind the state that it is only the tool

of society and that the individual is society’s as
well as its own spark plug we may prevent a
a nation from going down the skids to the oblivion

born of considering itself an end. Better that

we could get the United States to be the humble
means to a world state recognizing the sovereignty
of the individual and the sacredness of mankind.

If you were one who believed in the war
method and were willing to do your part would
you let conscription stop you from doing your
part even though you objected to it? What if

you are a pacifist? Should you go to C.P.S.?

That is a most serious question and one that may
or may not call for an open break with your na-

tion and with a large portion of society. It would
seem that one does not have a right to make this

break just in order to keep his own integrity,

alone, or just in order to benefit mankind, alone.

One may take this great step only when he can
do it for both reasons at once. The action will

(Continued on Page Four)
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FRIENDS AND EDUCATION
(Continued from Page One

)

implications of democracy by practicing it. How-
ever, one is as likely to become aware of the

limitations of one’s fellow men as to be in-

spired by the divinity within them. In com-

mittees of social action, especially, there is as

great a need for studying the inter-related fac-

tors bearing upon complicated human problems

as there is need to secure the sense of the meet-

ing to determine Friends policies toward them.

Integrated men, thinking men of integrity, will

undertake the study necessary to become well

informed on important matters. The purpose of

adult education is synonymous with the purpose

of the Friends meeting: to liberate men’s abili-

ties; to direct them to be the means by which

the significant work of the world is accom-

plished; to create that rare commodity, the whole

man, who is able “to teach without words and

to be useful without action”. Forums, discussion

groups. Association meetings, and other gather-

ings of Friends each contribute to this group

learning process, provided that the matters dis-

cussed speak to the conditions of the members.

Reading Aloud

As Friends become increasingly concerned

about seeking as a group to discover the impli-

cations of their faith, there is little doubt that

the techniques and forms for group study will

become clear for the needs of each meeting. One
suggestion will illustrate a simple and pleasurable

method by which Friends of all ages can learn

and think together without any stigma of self-

conscious “self-improvement”. Reading aloud to-

gether is an honored custom that has almost

faded out of the contemporary scene. We review

books, talk about them, but scarcely ever read

them aloud together. Suppose that, during or

following the meal that frequently accompanies

the meeting for worship, one of the members
would read aloud selected poems of Whittier, or

the Inter-linear Edition of Cabeza da Vaca, or

pertinent selections from Plato’s Republic, or

some of the delightful Indian fables or the para-

bles of Buddha, or indeed any of the favorites of

the members of the meeting. Children enjoy even

stories they do not fully understand and for most
adults favorite literary works take on new mean-
ing with each additional reading. The collected

heritage of the past, be it literature, history,

music, or art, contains many of the things “com-

mon to all and special to each”. Merely to pause

long enough to remind one another of the rich-

ness of our heritage would bring greater fullness

to the lives of harried and hurried moderns. If

Friends would leave meeting at the beginning of

each week, fortified by the heritage of the past

and unified for the work of the present, they

might literally “shake the world for ten miles

around.” Better still, they might learn the mean-
ing of this old folk song by reading or singing it

aloud together:

Set your feet fast in the common soil.

There are the roots of Life. There you

- FRIENDS’ BULLETIN

CONSCRIPTION AND C. P. S.

(Continued from Page Three
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be out of balance if it is committed with only one
of these reasons a cause for it.

When one’s state considers itself an end it

would appear that both of these conditions are
satisfied. At such a time a Christian-Pacifict

should most certainly feel compelled to object to

conscription by refusing to go to a C.P.S. “equiva-
lent”. It is war and conscription for war, how-
ever, to which we object in the democratic state

and not the state itself — until the state becomes
an end instead of a tool. When the state does
become an end it is no longer a democratic state.

Therefore, unless we believe the fascists to

be in power, the writer believes that if we do not
accept a positive alternative, or offer a positive

alternative we are out of balance. We are think-

ing only of our own integrity and not giving due
place to society, and to this nation as a tool of
society and as a means to building the brother-

hood of man. Appreciate the fact that the man
who goes to prison must draw his own line, there

are many who find that the line still includes

them in C.P.S. as the best place they are permitted
to serve in the light of circumstances and what
they believe. However, also in the light of what
they believe, it will take but a little more state-ism

in our own political control to drive them along
with their more sensitive brethren into the total

objector group.

In the meantime, they feel to focus on ob-

jection to conscription is to admit a warped
perspective. One has other duties as well as
objecting. There are things one must do as
well as not do; there are sins of omission as well

of commission.

Since there are almost 7000 C.O.’s who are
choosing to serve in Civilian Public Service rather
than take the absolutist stand, it would appear
that the Service Committees are rendering a serv-

ice by making this possible, realizing as we say
this that as far as C.P.S. is concerned many of

these men are part and parcel of the Service

Committees. Therefore, much of the criticism of

the Service Committees for running the program
seems mis-directed.

It is up to each of these men to draw his own
lines as each of those now on the outside of

C.P.S. did when they refused to go to C.P.S. or
walked out of it. Level the stimulating criticism

at the individuals who stay in C.P.S.; it is good
for them, will keep them on their toes, and will

(Continued on Page Eight)

must learn to stand. Begin on the plane
of ever day — not in the blue of t h e

heavens — and grow upward. Must you
not plough the field before you gather in

the harvest? Love life. Hate no one.

With joy and sorrow, hope and faith, you
can build here on earth a bridge up to

the stars.

—MARIAN SANDERS
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A WOMAN VIEWS CIVILIAN PUBLIC SERVICE

Fir logs crackle in the little wood stove as it

makes an effort to heat all six rooms of our

20x60 Officers’ Quarters; otherwise known as

“Staff House”. A rosy glow escapes from the

open damper, flickering on the worn, clean lino-

lium (Arnold spent two hours scrubbing it yester-

day) and the newly-painted walls. A gray morn-

ing light comes in through the high square win-

dows, and the tops of the fir trees are vaguely

silhouetted in the fog. Breakfast is over and

work begun. The wood-hauler can be heard whist-

ling off key as his wheel-barrow bumps along the

board walk. There’s the chug of the steam en-

gine at the laundry. There should be a quiet

hour in which to write before Ed’s girl, asleep in

one of the guest rooms, is ready for a cup of cof-

fee, or the wood-man brings a load to our door

and stops to visit.

It was more than a year ago that we traveled

the 3,000 miles to arrive at Elkton; were welcomed

by the first contingent of men from California,

about 20 of them, plus the usual Oregon fog.

There were puddles to jump at the door of this

little shoe-box house to which the assistant direc-

tor escorted us. Inside it had been carefully

mopped (as to floors), and was innocent of any

furnishings except for two army cots, any decora-

tions other than the sooty cobwebs trailing from

the rafters. Can that have been only a year ago?

The time has been so full, and C.P.S. Camp No. 59

has developed amazingly, it might have been two.

It was strange at first. With no nurse, and

an assignee dietitian, the director’s wife was the

only woman in camp. A project foreman was

prompt to inform me that there weren’t any

“wimin” in CCC — they had to live a mile away,

at least, even the officers’ wives. The town of

Elkton must have had its speculations, for five-

year-old Jane asked inquiringly, “What do you do

all the time—just fool around?”

After a year of it, I’d be hard pushed to an-

swer that question. The boys cook, wash dishes,

do most of the laundry, mop the floors once a

week, bring the wood — yet days are never long

enough. Probably the size of the “family” has

something to do with it. (A mother hen has my
complete sympathy and understanding.)

By June, 1943, Camp 59 had grown to include

170 men, scattered from Portland to McKinley

(and all in between!). There were weekly trips

to spike camps (my quota was usually once a

week), when we wrapped up, Indian fashion, in

blankets and jounced on the board seats in the

back of a canvas-topped truck. Exhaust fumes

whipped in the back end, made stomachs “flippy

but didn’t warm feet. Once arrived, however, you

could feel no regrets. Each camp had its particu-

lar flavor. Each developed a sense of unity that

made it the “best” spike camp, for its own mem-

bers at least.

There was Mary’s Peak, its rough plank

buildings, with leaky roofs, perched on the side

of a cut-over mountain area. The boys in their

tin suits planted trees, rain or shine, on 45%

slopes. Muddy, rain-soaked clothes, crowded
around the little stoves, frequently didn’t dry

from one day to the next. But dinner at Mary’s
Peak was a social event and an aesthetic exper-

ience not to be forgotten. Two-for-five candles on
small aluminum pans shed a glow on tables dec-

orated with evergreens or the first spring flowers.

After dinner there was a session to clarify any
problems — then a program of original entertain-

ment.

Big Creek, by contrast, was dumped in a mud
hole at the bottom of a gulch between burned-

over hills. From the camp the road was visible

for half a mile. The red mud scar cut into the

hillside, bristling with sooty, black snags. Not an
inspiring scene — yet in that isolated spot a spirit

had developed that could be felt the moment one
walked into the clean, yellow-curtained dining

room.

With so much talent drained off into spike

camps the main camp’s slow progress was dis-

couraging, at times. The buildings themselves

—

huge and neglected—almost defied attempts to

improve them. But gradually the bare auditorium
was refinished with a once-over coat of yellow

paint, and acquired a stage, a C.P.S. mural, hand-

hewn benches, and a pulpit for services. The kitch-

en, office, and library, one by one, had “faces

lifted”. Finally the lounge evolved, a much
needed spot for recreation, and ideal for morning
meditation. Physical equipment, we discovered,

was significant, not only in reflecting morale but

in inducing it.

Those first few months. Camp meetings were
long, involved, and often heated, the emotional

heat compensating somewhat for the physical cold

in the gloomy “rec” hall. I soon learned to take
my darning, a warm coat, and a sense of humor.
There was the night when the men discussed

taking firewood to the local airplane spotter’s

tower, and the sense of the meeting was unusually
difficult to find. One of our more hot-headed

members finally asked indignantly, “Are we
going to handle this thing democratically or by
the Quaker method?” After fourteen months of

camp meetings, democracy and the Quaker meth-
od have blended miraculously. It is heartening
to see Dick, who spent his first six months de-

fending his “Rights”, now acting as clerk of the

meeting with tact, skill, and sensitivity.

Staff House is “Open House” at all times, the

coffee pot usually on and the larder supplied with
bread from our own baker if not with store-bought
sweets. Chuck, just up from the flu, may drop in

for a cup of tea to help him through the day, or
Ted may come to talk about his girl. You can
count on Dave to want coffee about 2:30 P.M. if

he’s just back from week-ending in Eugene or
Portland, for he’ll be too sleepy to carry on with-

out it.

But Sunday nights have come to be the ac-

cepted time for a genei’al gathering. The custom
began when a few boys were concerned to find

(Continued on Page Six)
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out whether or not C.P.S. was attaining the ideals

set up for it. They came over to talk about it.

One evening hardly began to exhaust the subject,

so it was continued the next Sunday — and the

next. New concerns constantly evolved from the

mutual stimulation of individuals in the group

—

a fascinating process to observe. (“Observation”

is usually my role on such occasions, for the

problem of making enough coffee and tea to

serve 25 or 30—all from one eight-cup silex—tests

my mathematical sense and ingenuity.)

“Open House” includes camp guests as well

as the boys. In four partitioned cubby-holes, gen-

erally called “Guest Rooms”, seven army cots are

kept ready all the time (except when the hostess

gets behind with her chores). They accommodate,

in somewhat meager style, our families, friends,

wives, and best girls, interested observers of

C.P.S., speakers and preachers who come to share

their talents, members of the Friends’ adminis-

trative personnel, and Selective Service represen-

tatives.

We’ve a faint suspicion that some of the latter

group might prefer to stay next door in the tech-

nical service quarters where they could do as they

pleased, but selfishly, we don’t give them the

chance. You can’t be so intolerant of an army
Colonel when he’s propped his feet on your stove

of an evening and talked about his struggles to

get an education after the last war; laughed about

his father’s coming to America from the “old

country” to escape military conscription! It’s

quite likely that he too goes away with a better

understanding of us.

Surely the White House doesn’t accomodate

more interesting or inspiring people than does

this “miniature of a barn”, on occasion. Among
the guests have been many Friends from the Ore-

gon Meeting; Paul Furnas and Harold Chance,

from the Service Committee; Ted Walser, returned

missionary from Japan; Kirby Page, well known
pacifist of long standing; A. J. Muste and other

F.O.R. members; Ruth and Robert Maris, Quaker
dentist and his wife who traveled all the way from
Delaware to “mend” our teeth and share our group
life. Each one has made a unique contribution

and left us richer by their coming.

So the year has gone, and we find it, in retro-

spect, one of the busiest, happiest times we’ve

ever spent. It has offered, in spite of all the

problems, a unique opportunity for fine fellow-

ship and the building of community spirit which
is more evident daily. For Lou and for me it has

become “home”.
.... Sun is up, and so’s my guest. Time to

put on a pot of coffee for her, and be about my
chores, or Jane will be right about the director’s

wife just “fooling around”! Wonder what un-

foreseen events will add spice to this day? One
never knows in C.P.S.

—FRANCES E. SCHNEIDER.

PACIFIC ACKWORTH NEWS
A new development in the program at Pa-

cific Ackworth started with the new year. 'The

school is cooperating with the group of friends

who have been studying through the fall and win-

ter with Herschel Coffin the direction for Quaker
education. This study group has focussed in-

creasingly on the field of adult education in the

growing faith that here was an area peculiarly

adapted to the organization of Friends and in

which there was considerable urgency for study

and planning. As a result of the two groups’

interest the bus-driving duties of Ed Sanders at

Pacific Ackworth have been enlarged to include

two additional areas. The first is in helping with

the organizational problems of Pacific Ackworth;
the exploring of additional resources for the

school in C.P.S., Friends meetings, and the larger

community; the coordinating of the parents’ com-
mittees to make more effective this vital method
of doing the school’s work. 'The second area is in

the nature of a research-fellowship where Ed is

being encouraged to study the needs of meetings
in becoming more effective expressions of the

spirit of their members and to discover the abili-

ties, resources and needs of individuals. The
problem thus becomes one of coordinating the in-

terests, energies, abilities and needs of meetings in

trying to discover what it is the Society of Friends

should be in this day to the larger community.

BITS
Philadelphia finds Esther RHOADS spending

December and the first of January with her fam-

ily and Friends in that vicinity. Oscar MARSH-
BURN and better half had a visit in the East for

the C.P.S. Directors’ Conference last November.
San Bernardino Friends, Richard and Nanna
PEARSON, write that they keep in touch with

Friends’ doings through the Bulletin. Dorothy
BRUFF, who has been hostess at Friends’ House
in San Francisco, has recently given up her fine

service there to spend the winter with William
BRUFF and family in Whittier. HONOLULU
MONTHLY MEETING writes, “We are in com-
plete accord with the idea of the suggested Pacific

Rim Conference. We feel a particular concern

for the subject of our responsibility toward racial

minorities, because the Hawaiian Islands are a

real proving ground for the practice of under-

standing and cooperation among races.” From
Stockton comes news of Paul TRUEBLOOD and
Roy VOTAW affecting the organibation of a Co-

ordinating Council. At present Paul is assisting

in the organization of a Stockton Inter-Racial

Council to serve as a clearing house for social

and economic problems. In November Arthur
FOOTE and Paul sponsored a one-day conference

there with Kirby PAGE on Christianity’s Con-

tribution to a Just and Durable Peace. Marguer-
ite SMI'TH of Santa Maria has received and an-

swered hundreds of letters from boys and girls of

Japanese ancestry and their parents and has been
happy to perform various services for them. Be-

fore the evacuation she worked with them for ten

years in the Japanese Christian Sunday School.
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VOCATIONAL PACIFISM
Within the pacifist movement there seems

to have developed, since the outbreak of the

present war, a considerable tendency to empha-

size the “vocational” interpretation of pacifism.

Vocational pacifism, I believe, is that particular

kind which leaves in abeyance the question as to

whether a particular war is evil in itself, and

sees the major role of the pacifist to be the pres-

ervation of an anti-war tradition and a way of

life which must be kept alive through such cata-

clysms as the present world struggle.

In its mildest form, vocational pacifism seems

to maintain that, while the existing war may be

evil and futile, in concrete political terms there

is nothing the pacifist can do about a situation

which has disintegrated beyond a certain point.

“Peace Now,” for example, might be theoretically

justifiable but politically impossible. Middle-

ground vocational pacifism would perhaps main-

tain that a judgment on the existing war is diffi-

cult or impossible, and that the pacifist therefore

should concentrate on his long term mission.

In its extreme form, vocational pacifism takes

the position that there is nothing to be done at

the present historical stage but fight the war,

which is therefore justifiable as a historical inci-

dent, and that it is the vocation of some to fight,

but that it is equally the vocation of others, while

perhaps cheering them in their fighting, to keep

aloof in order to bear the seeds of a better way.

Vocational pacifism, of whatever type, mani-

fests itself in such statements as, “There is really

no common ground on which the pacifist and

Hitler can meet,” “We cannot say that we have

no concern as to whether the Allies or Axis win

the war,” “The pacifist is always torn by the di-

lemma of opposing tyranny or opposing war.”

It seems to me that vocational pacifism, while

falling back on the “long view,” essentially lacks

a certain historical perspective. Consider, for in-

stance, the apparently insoluble dilemma of the

pacifist who wishes to oppose injustice but is

forced to temper his opposition because he op-

poses war even more. The “insoluble” conflict in

the mind of the Quaker of 1861, who opposed

slavery with his whole heart but could not sup-

port a war to end slavery, has been cited by vo-

cational pacifists as an instance of the kind of

thing the pacifist must always face.

The startling fact is that, even by most non-

pacifist historians, the Quaker of 1861 would now

be judged right on both counts — right in op-

posing slavery as an evil institution, and also

right in opposing the Civil War, which in the light

of history did not remove but only perpetuated

and magnified the evil. Do you suppose the dilem-

ma of the pacifist of today, torn between his desire

to oppose fascism and his desire to oppose war, is

really the same false dilemma? And indeed, it

seems to me impossible that to the pacifist, rooted

in the philosophy of non-violence and reconcilia-

tion as a way of life, such dilemmas can ever

be anything but false.

But if they be false, how can the pacifist adopt

an amoral attitude toward an existing war, mean-
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while condemning war as an institution? A way
of life is a witness to the future, but when a

world-embracing convulsion forces upon humanity
a total denial of the means implied in that way
of life, how can a pacifist say, “I do not oppose

the continuation of the present conflict; I recog-

nize the validity of action of both those who fight

and those who do not fight; my witness must be

to the long-range future”?

Recognition of the conscience of those who
fight is not to be confused with a laissez-faire at-

titude toward the present war institution. Voca-

tional pacifism is perhaps logically tenable, but

it is certainly the last extreme dilution of the

pacifist philosophy; in its final form, one may
almost say that it is an abandonment of a pacifist

philosophy of social relationships, though it per-

mits the overt adoption of the pacifist stand in

wartime.

Wliile spiritually the torment of such a posi-

tion must be convulsing, it is externally so com-
fortable and so respectable as to be somewhat
suspect by reason of its very comfortableness and
respectability. It seems to me extremely impor-

tant for us all to recognize this trend toward the

“vocational” type of pacifism, to probe deeply a

tendency whose external comfortableness is such

as to make rationalization a real danger, and to

weigh again our relationship to the progress of

the present conflict in terms of the traditions and
tenets of prophetic pacifism.—DON CALHOUN.

PALO ALTO NEWS
The Meeting has suffered a great temporary

loss in the removal of Irwin and Freda ABRAMS
to Philadelphia, where Irwin will engage in re-

search leading to the eventual guidance of recon-

struction and relief in the Middle East and in

France, following the expected liberation of that

country. Palo Alto has tried the experiment of

monthly meetings in the middle of the day, im-

mediately following a luncheon, which likewise

follows the meeting for worship. This has given

greater leisure of discussion. Inter-racial work
at home has been the dominant phase of Friends’

work in Palo Alto in recent months. This has
taken the form of aid in Negro housing, plans for

a Negro community center and two inter-racial

parties, one a Christmas party. Corine TRUE, re-

cently added to the membership, has been influ-

ential in sponsoring these social affairs. The
probability is that the former Japanese Church
may become a community center.

BIRTHS
Walter and Mary Del Balderston brought new

life to Whittier. Joel and Chloe Winans said

hello to Nedra Emiline in November at Pasadena.
Richard David was the Thanksgiving season’s

blessing to William and Jean Taylor at Rivers,

Arizona. December gave Susan Aiko to Hugh and
Emalina Anderson. The Joseph Griggs of Clare-

mont and the Clarence Youngs have been given
the blessed opportunity too. Old timers by now
are the newcomers of the Ed Sanders, the Walt
Raitts and the Francis Duvenecks.
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CONSCRIPTION AND C. P. S.

(Continued from Page Four)

help them to know when it is their time to draw

the line that changes them from government

conscription to government penology.

A pacifist is not necessarily cooperating with

totalitarian conscription unless he gives way be-

fore it, allows his C.P.S. experience to be a nega-

tive one, does not keep up a continued construc-

tive hammering for improvement and/or makes

no attempt to prepare for the life-long perspec-

tive as well as do everything he can for the im-

mediate perspective. That C.P.S. is not a greater

testimony than it is (and I believe that it will

turn out to be a greater testimony than even the

most optimistic now believe) is largely due to

the comparatively bad job we C.P.S. men are

doing as to what we could do if we would only

tie into the job with the best in us. That does

not rule out constructive criticism or work for

change, but it does rule out bitterness, lethargy,

lack of self discipline, wasted spare time, a bad

job on project and negative attitudes. If you stay

in C.P.S., please consider these things. But, if you

draw the line that takes you out — for God’s

sake, your sake and the sake of C.P.S., get out

and make your positive contribution where you

can, in prison or where-ever your sincere think-

ing takes you. If you stay in C.P.S., work at it;

if you are in prison work at it, where-ever you

are remember that pacifism is not something in

which you stew, rot and degenerate. Rather, it

is a positive, constructive, aggressive philosophy

that calls for sacrifice, self-discipline and a giving

of yourself.

Friends believe in organization to get a job

done, to handle a situation. They seem to have

done this in the past and still kept a society in

which the freedom of the individual was permitted.

Friends’ C.P.S. can be that if only the men, the

Service Committee and all interested people will

determine to make it that in the coming year. It

will call for mutual trust and a determination to

grow in spite of hardship and in spite of con-

scription—note because of it.—DAVID WALDEN.
* Calhoun, Fellowship, June, 1943.

RAYMOND STREET-PASADENA
A group meeting for the study of the “Six

Pillars of Peace” of the Federated Churches of

Christ in America has held six meetings on alter-

nate Monday evenings during the autumn. The

study will be completed early in January.

The interest in forming such a group arose

in the three meetings of Pasadena Friends and

has had attenders from each. Because of trans-

portation difficulties and its small size, rang-

ing from four to fourteen, the group has become

a neighborhood group largely meeting in the

home of Walter and Anna Stephens of Altadena.

Such groups including all denominations are a

part of the plan of the Federated Churches.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
NEWS

Rosamond A. FAWCETT and Joseph D.

LUTZ, Jr., were married Sunday afternoon, No-
vember 21, at the home of the bride’s parents. At
Whittier a college Civilian Public Service Com-
mittee has been formed by interested students to

do for conscientious objector men what the U.S.O.

and War Relief Committees do for other service

men. There have been five meetings to date with
about twenty-five attending the last one. Effie

HENLEY is chairman and Lois SLAUGH'TER is

secretary. Their service has already been of great

help. Douglas STEERE talked on Friends’ place

in reconstruction and relief and showed what
Haverford College is doing to prepare workers for

the work ahead. He followed this talk at the Jan-

uary 8 meeting of the Service Commitee with a

stimulating discussion of inner prayer with a
large group of interested Civilian Public Service

men.

C. P. S. FACETS
Dan WILSON, formerly with the Peace Sec-

tion of the Southern California Branch of the

Service Committee, is now making maps from
aerial photographs under the Coleville C.P.S. set-

up at Reno, Nevada, working out of the Galena
Creek spike. . . . Governor WARREN has given

his verbal approval of Civilian Public Service units

serving the state institutions of California. Doris

HEFFNER, Director of State Institutions and
Karl HOLTON of the Youth Authority are both

pushing for units. . . . Church versus state critic

and Coleville truant, Denny WILCHER, is now
serving the A.C.L.U.’s National Committee for

Conscientious Objectors in Washington, D. C.,

while he waits for justice to catch up with him.

. . . It is hoped that a PLAGUE CONTROL UNIT
will finally come true by virtue of efforts being

made by Dr. WAYSON of the Plague Suppression

Division of the United States Public Health. . . .

From Goldwater Memorial Hospital, New York,

comes word of John BAER connected with signif-

icant chemical experimentation. . . . Bill LAUGH-
LIN of Coleville and Elkton who spent last fire

season as a C.P.S. parachuter is spending the

winter break working at Redwood Ranger Sta-

tion, Cave Junction, Oregon. . . . Since October 1,

1943, approximately 800 men have gone into DE-
TACHED SERVICE with the transfers still going
through and being pushed for. . . . Stanley GOULD
married Mary Louise LITTLE on the day before

Christmas in Chicago. . . . Sam NICHOLSON’S
block print Christmas card concluded with the

pen-written message, “For unto us a child is born.”'

The Inyo Spike Camp sent him its congratulations.

. . . San Dimas “Heardites” often spend weekends
in training at 'TRABUCO, hitching, jalopjing and
walking to the college.

Many thanks for the two dozen replies

to our request for letters. Yours we hope

is in the mail, if it has not yet been received.


